**THE CLEAN CUT CONVERTIBLE**

**SIZING & MEASUREMENT GUIDE**

The Convertible comes in only one size.

**TUB REQUIREMENTS:**

- **A** MAX* TUB-WALL WIDTH AT TOP: 6 Inches
- **B** BOTTOM WIDTH MEASURE DEPTH: 10.5 Inches
  
  Distance to measure down from top of tub to establish “Max Tub-Wall Width at Bottom”
  
- **C** MAX* TUB-WALL WIDTH AT BOTTOM: 7 Inches
  
  Note: Bottom tub width is typically wider than top width.
  
  *If your tub exceeds these MAX size measurements, this product will not work with your tub.

**TEMPLATE (CUT LINES) AND PRODUCT OVERLAP MEASUREMENTS:**

- **D** TEMPLATE LENGTH: 25.5 Inches
- **E** TEMPLATE HEIGHT: 8.5 Inches

- **F** LEFT AND RIGHT SIDE OVERLAP: 1.75 Inches
- **G** BOTTOM OVERLAP: 1.5 Inches

**ACTUAL PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS: **(PLUG INSERT NOT SHOWN)

- **H** PRODUCT LENGTH: 28.75 Inches
- **I** OPENING LEFT TO RIGHT AT TOP: 18.75 Inches
- **J** PRODUCT OPENING TOP TO BOTTOM: 8.5 Inches
- **K** PRODUCT WIDTH AT TOP: 7 Inches
- **L** PRODUCT WIDTH AT BOTTOM: 8 Inches
- **M** PRODUCT HEIGHT: 10.75 Inches
- **N** OPENING LEFT TO RIGHT AT BOTTOM: 15.5 Inches

Sizing & Install Videos can be viewed at www.cleancutbath.com/sizing-how-to